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It was one of those March days when the sun shines hot
and the wind blows cold: when it is summer in the light,
and winter in the shade. ~Charles Dickens, Great Expectations.

Welcome to spring! This quote sort of captures the
entire season. The autumn went well into December –
normally called winter…(I was actually on a site January
1!) and the winter of 2016 was nothing like last winter.
We made it through our first winter with 28 ducks. Safe
to say that they are a stitch to watch, and we are enjoying
them. They’re fed a complex diet of laying pellets, mixed
grains and minerals – and have been out over a 2-acre
pasture for the entire winter so their eggs are superb – and
the birds themselves are very vocal! Funnily enough – in
the duck world, the females are VOCAL
and the males mutter – they really aren’t
chickens in any way, shape or form…
Making sure all the animals in the barn stay
safe, healthy and happy is always a challenge, and we’ve
had to do physical therapy on a couple of the ducks that
went wrong way with a dog. You would laugh to see us
slowly moving the injured ducks through using their legs
the RIGHT way – I sympathize since I have to do PT for
my own leg on a constant basis. The goats have come
through the winter in fine shape. We have two does bred
for early April babies. They are wider than they are tall at
this point. They and the rest of the female herd are
enjoying the warmer than usual weather flaked out in the
left over hay in the pasture. Really feeling the stress–we
should all do so well. The babies will be for sale so let us
know if you’re interested.
What a man needs in gardening is a cast-iron back, with
a hinge in it (or – in my case – knees!). Charles Dudley
Warner

A personal note for the 2016 season… as mentioned
earlier – I have to stay constant with PT for one of my
knees – and it turns out that I will have to have it replaced
late this summer. I hope to have people trained to handle
some of the garden work, but there will be gaps in garden

management this fall. I’ll be speaking to each garden
owner as the time gets closer so that we can work out
details.
HK (Hugelculture) Beds continue to be
interesting…
It’s hard to believe that it’s been five years since we built
our first HK bed in the greenhouse field at the farm. The
goal then was to take the huge surplus of woody debris
resulting from the 2008 ice storm and combine it with
other resources from the farm and make something
positive out of the pieces. Check out the website
resources for information on how to really build the HK
beds.
We aim to get the bed construction (and revamping) done
in the fall so the bed has the whole winter (six months
usually) to cook and mellow out. Our “recipe” calls for
many different components that don’t immediately relate
well to each other. The winter provides the breathing
space necessary to allow for some integration of materials
and less damage to the roots of the veggies, etc. that will
be planted the following year. Sometimes (like this past
year) we have to do the work first thing in the spring (way
too busy last fall for home-based work) and this year the
open winter and lack of mud season is allowing us to be
out in the field over a month before we usually are.
The beds have turned out to be stable physically, active
biologically, and productive. They are quite drought and
flood resistant – a useful development with the
flood/drought rain cycles we’re seeing. We’ve never had
so much rain that the HK beds couldn’t absorb everything
that hit them and not collapse, and we’ve been able to go
six weeks without watering as the summer intensifies.
There is a caveat to that drought tolerance though. The
plants do start to demonstrate stress issues at about the
six-week point, so if ongoing vegetable or cut flower
production is your aim then you should step in with
irrigation at about the four-week point. Perennial and
woody plants aren’t as sensitive and can handle the drying
conditions.

I grow plants for many reasons: to please my soul, to challenge
the elements or to challenge my patience, for novelty or for
nostalgia, but mostly for the job in seeing them grow.
~David Hobson

I find this quote quite apt –I love growing plants of all
kinds, enjoy the challenge of the new and the reward of
the known and truly appreciate their ability to
manufacture sugars and all other plant phytonutrients that
we and the rest of the living world depend on–truly
astounding. All of this from an entity that can’t vote with
its feet. You have to give plants credit just for being who
they are: native or invasive, ornamental or edible, large
leaved or small, tall or short – you get the drift. Plants
DO NOT CARE what we call them! All of our angst
about them is only in OUR OWN HEADS J Doesn’t
mean we can’t learn to do a better job with them, but does
mean that plants will go on without us quite comfortably
(although probably not the ones we
want the most!).
This has been a strange winter, most interesting because
of several conversations with various people at
conferences I attended about carbon sequestration,
microscopic carnivores in the soil food
web system, the need for fungi of all
kinds in our gardens and how
damaging tillage can be to all of the
above. For example, rototilling has
never been an annual event for us, and
now I think it should only be used in the first stages of
garden development or as a one-time emergency
management tool. Also, I’ve actually been heavily
involved in all kinds of local horticulture/ agriculture
related topics. In fact – some of them have been (or will
be) taped and are available from the local Ashburnham/
Westminster Cable Access TV or their website.
In the course of all of this educational whirlwind, several
people have asked “how did you get started down this
road?” This made me think back to all sorts of the
“deciders” that changed the way I think. As many of you
know, I have a different approach to gardening and land
management. The weird thing from my perspective is
how much the world of the managed landscape has
changed in the last 30 years. I used to be really odd and
actually didn’t bother telling people much about how I do
what I do – just did it and kept experimenting. Now I’m
almost main stream – how’s that for a fast changing
world?
I thought I’d outline how I ended up making the changes
that I did in how to work in gardens and wooded plantings
– not because my history is dramatic or world changing,
but to demonstrate how to keep re-evaluating your

decisions – no decision is permanent until you can no
longer act.
Asking the WHAT and the WHY….
I started out with a completely conventional plant
background learned at a garden center. Learned all the
basics of annuals, perennials, woodies etc, some basic
design and some basic landscape maintenance (the classic
4 step program, Miracle-gro and 10-10-10). Thought I
was hot stuff – amazing in hind site! This seemed to work
just fine as long as I was working there… Then I went
out on my own in 1990 and the best thing that happened
to me is that one of my first clients had an incredibly
tricky garden that wasn’t performing no matter how much
Miracle-gro or 10-10-10 was used. I knew the landscaper
she was firing – and he was happy to be fired (!) and told
me what he’d been doing – and that was all I knew how to
do to…and it wasn’t working… That was the first step on
a very long road of learning about soils and minerals,
carbon and energy, plant diversity and real working
garden designs.
Over the years, I’ve worked with well over 100 different
gardens with very assorted clients with very different
demands – demands both from the client and from the
land they were responsible for. Human expectations can
range far and wide and sometimes have no correlation to
what actually is – people who like sun plants often have
lots of shade – and those that love a cool shady feel have
full on sun. Within those expectations are the limitations
or restrictions of the actual site ecology. Every time I hit
a snag, I went back to the books (and now somewhat to
the internet) and came up with a new idea – went out and
applied it – and watched what happened and tried to
establish why the results were whatever they were.
Sometimes the solutions worked, sometimes they didn’t –
and - here’s the big thing – I was lucky to have clients
and friends who allowed that experimentation. I learned
how to work with wildly unusual soils from that first
client. Turns out her garden was on a vein of almost
pottery level clay, VERY unusual, but it taught me about
clays and what had to be done to free them up to perform
– and perform they can! Just need tweaking!
I learned to prune using the plants internal structure with
the blessing of a client who was willing to let me work my
way through her planting and then watch it restructure
itself through the next three years with only touch up
pruning, invaluable.

I learned to unleash bound up soils from a
site and client that had unrealistic
expectations and had pumped chemical
solutions into the soil for years (fertilizers
and pesticides) and had essentially created a biological
dessert where everything that was needed for plant growth
was there (according to standard soil tests etc., all
minerals off the charts) and the plants were dying from
malnutrition – sound familiar?? Alfalfa meal (actually,
this is before I could get alfalfa meal so we soaked alfalfa
cubes over green…), corn meal and earthworms to the
rescue, and I wish I could go back to that site with what
I’ve learned since then!!! Even so, we completely reestablished the rose garden and brought it back into full
flower and it stayed that way until the property was sold.
Here’s the thing though, all of you have that luck as well.
The best thing about being a homeowner is that YOU
control your actions on your property. Every move you
make on your land can either improve its intrinsic health
or weaken it – your choice.
From that first garden challenge on, I read omnivorously,
took classes where I could find them, went to conferences,
explored related fields like horticultural therapy and
nutrition and experimented, experimented and
experimented some more. If you’re curious and want to
explore check out…
The organizations – most in existence for years, some
pretty recent… ● The Arnold Arboretum and their
certificate program ● New England Wildflower Society
(ditto for certificate program) ● Tower Hill Botanical
Garden ● New England Chapter of the American
Horticultural Therapy Association ● Acres USA ●
Ecological Landscape Alliance ● Bionutrient Food
Association ● Weston Price Foundation ● Remineralize
the Earth ● University of Massachusetts Green School
program
And then the books…Most of you know that I’m
totally addicted to books, have a professional collection of
over 500 titles, but here are some of the books that really
allowed a change in style and a way forward to healthy
soils, landscapes, plants, animals and people. Each book
has a satellite cluster around it of other titles that fill in the
gaps, but these would make a great core for a personal
library.
Pattern Language, Christopher Alexander et al:
This is THE book that opened up the world of
human response to the built environment – and
that’s the real backbone of designs that draw
people forward and engage them.

Best of the Hardiest, John Sabuko: A maverick
nursery man who set out to verify for himself what
worked and what didn’t in the then current (1970’s)
landscape recommendations. I read this just as I was
coming to grips with that non-performing garden –
alfalfa meal anyone!!! This book also introduced me
to the whole concept of experimentation in the
landscape – took away the “rules” and introduced
“observation” as the tool of choice.
• Roots Demystified and Understanding Roots (new),
Robert Kourik (also has a GREAT book on edible
landscaping): Roots are the key to any plant, ot the
top that we see – and these books really demonstrate
those specifics. The first has more herbaceous
material in it and the second concentrates more on
woody trees and shrubs, but either does cover some of
each. You really need to check out the pictures to
really understand the depth and dynamism of a root
system.
Secrets of the Soil, Peter Tompkins and
Christopher Bird: Another maverick book, but
from a totally different world view. First and
last chapters may bug you, but the center of the
book is what gave me stone dusts, azomite (used
throughout both the farm and the business) and the
whole concept of old soils.
• Bread from Stones, Julius Hensel: This book was
written over 100 years ago to refute the now
conventional approach of using salt fertilizers (like
Miracle-Gro and 10-10-10). I hunted this up after
starting work on stone dusts…it’s weird reading, but
clarified that plants fed on stone dusts would provide
superb quality food for both animals and humans.
• The Albrecht Papers, Volume 2, William Albrecht:
Albrecht was Chairman of the Department of Soils at the
University of Missouri, was the foremost authority on the
relation of soil fertility to human health and earned four
degrees from the University of Illinois. Having said all
that, he was much dismissed in his time, his concern was
the rapid chemicalization of agriculture after WWII
(have to keep all of those munitions contractors in
business), and he spoke out for proper mineral balancing
to keep crops, livestock and humans healthy – not
popular with industry grantors (then or now but it is
changing…). Slow steady reading is required but some
of the pictures, especially of the rabbits, \ are truly worth
1000s of words.
•

How to Grow World Record Tomatoes, Charles Wilber:
Another eccentric, but easy reading, and it details the
observations of a long-term gardener and how he turns
those observations into a complete organic program
to give any plant exactly what it wants and gets the
results to back it up. You don’t have to grow record holding
veggies to use this information…alfalfa meal rears its head again
here.

• Harnessing the Earthworm, Thomas Barrett: This is the book
that taught me what an earthworm could do to open up and
maintain soils. Earthworms are an introduced species and can
be damaging to native woodlands, BUT, if you’re dealing
with anything managed other than a native woodland and
wildflowers, earthworms are going to be some of your best
friends – let me introduce you…
Teaming with Microbes, Jeff Lowenfels and
Wayne Lewis: I’m sure you all vaguely
remember that old concept of the food
web…9th grade biology perhaps??? Well,
underneath your feet is another food web, the
soil food web. Some of it is macroscopic (like
the above mentioned worms, grubs, moles etc), but a
LOT of it is micro-scopic and absolutely essential to the
health of the living systems we all depend on. Here’s a
book that very ably takes you through the entire web
from bacteria and fungi to soil carnivores (who knew??)
all the way up to big guys, the ones that you CAN see J
These next three outline the effects of poor soil
management on human health – I did mention that
nutrition was one of the sidelines I started looking into…
Empty Harvest, Dr. Bernard Jensen: This is
an older book, and there are now quite a few
more recent ones available on this topic, but
this is the one that I started with. It’s a
quick read that reinforces the human
component associated with soil deterioration
of all the plant and animal reading I’ve done.
• Soil, Grass and Cancer, Andre Voison: The classic
(over 50 years old) that started so many people down
the road to healthy soil/plants/livestock management.
Hard to get, but you can read it on line. It’s a
translation from French so reading it is a little odd but
it’s accessible.
• Nutrition and Physical Degeneration, Weston Price:
This is the one that blew my mind. I first heard about
Weston Price at an Acres USA conference and
listened to a 4-hour work shop about his research and
what he did with that information. He’s another one
who documented the huge change in human health
that occurred with the end of WWII and the “modern”
agricultural methods and food processing that went
with it. Daunting….
And this ties all of the nutrition above
together…Nutrition Rules, Graeme Sait: So
now we come forward in time a bit…to
2003… and Sait interviewed 22 of the top
nutritional consultants in soil, plant, animal
and human health and then ties it all together. This
provides a whole bunch of vignettes to tease the mind.

Then take a look at horticultural therapy – or
in this case – ecosystem/habitat based
therapy… Life Worth Living – the Eden
Alternative in Action, William Thomas, M.D.:
Thomas studied the “ecosystem” or “habitat”
of a nursing home and set out to create a “lush, lively
human habitat”. Think about this concept for nursing
homes – and schools… Then look into Waldorf gardens…
Gardening is learning, learning, learning. That's the fun
of them. You're always learning. Helen Mirren
hat a man needs in gardening is a cast-iron back, with a

Now here are few other important books that help to
round out the picture. This next series is about
permaculture, a coined word by an Australian combining
the word permanent and the word agriculture. It’s both a
design and management philosophy and a life style choice
and is currently enjoying a huge surge of interest in the
Northeast. The basic idea is to provide for stability and
health of the entire local ecosystem (wild and domestic),
to keep ecological instability to a minimum even with
humans in it J It looks at interspersing annual crops into
perennial and woody plantings in order to stabilize the
system from the soil up. There’s also a whole human
community component to the philosophy, but I admit to
being a lot more fascinated by the biological and
ecosystem analysis information!
• Earth User’s Guide to Permaculture, Rosemary
Morrow: Bought over 20 years ago. I have the
classic starting permaculture texts (and you’ll find
them to if you go looking..) but THIS book was
useable, and I still use it for teaching today. I
understand that there’s an updated version…
Sepp Holzer's Permaculture, Sepp Holzer:
Now we come into the present, 2011. I first
read about Holzer when I was researching
the hugelkulture (HK) beds that are now part
of the farm. Then this book came out and it
tells a marvelous story of a mountain in
Austria – you’ll have to read it to believe it. Holzer has a
couple of other books that I also have all worth reading.
• Edible Forest Gardens, David Jacke and Eric
Toensmier: The bible for northeast forest and
permacullture gardening – both men live in Western
Mass. These books (2) are a mega resource for details
– and the first volume references the first book on this
list – Pattern Language! It’s a marvelous world J
Staying on the concept of design but moving sideways
a bit… check out Herb Garden Design, Faith Swanson
and Virginia Rady: Not just for herbs! Some of the best

“lines” I’ve ever seen in any design book and well
illustrate visual movement in a garden.
• I can’t forget Dr. Alex Shigo and all
of his work –and 2 day workshops.
Shigo spent his entire life studying
the biology of trees as one of the
chief scientists for the US Forest
Service. He dissected thousands of trees and studied
their response to stress both above ground and
below. Any book you get from his pen will be worth
reading. He taught me (and everyone else at his
workshops) how to really see trees – and once you
know that you’ll never not know that. Pick any book
you can find but you can look for Tree Anatomy,
Modern Arboriculture for two to look for.
•

And right after Shigo has to come Michael Phillips
and his The Holistic Orchard: Tree Fruits and
Berries the Biological Way. This is part of the
explosion of new resources that I mentioned earlier.
Phillips has spent his entire life studying orchard and
fruit ecosystems and understands them like no one
else that I’ve listened to. I use a version of his
orchard spray system to manage hybrid tea roses
very well without petro-chemicals – supporting the
biology of the plant is THE top priority.

Last but not least – but perhaps the strangest…
Insects drive humans NUTS…but here’s a
different slant. Exploring the Spectrum,
Phillip Callahan: Callahan studied the entire
electromagnetic spectrum (look up his bio if
you’re curious), but what really caught my attention is
how he saw insects responding to the frequencies given
off by healthy and unhealthy plants – and that if the plants
were healthy – no insect would visit them. Others have
also looked into this and documented how both
intrinsically healthy plants and animals can resist
infection from weakened and diseased individuals even
when co-mingled – but Callahan was the first for me. It
makes the use of toxic chemical controls of food crops
even more suspect when you think about the fact that the
plant may have so low an energy and weak a system that
it is broadcasting its own demise – and that’s what we
protect and harvest for human consumption…
A weed is a plant that has mastered every survival skill
except for learning how to grow in rows. Doug Larson
hat a man needs in gardening is a cast-iron back, with a

A Different Perspective on Weeds
I should bring up one other topic, that doesn’t have just
one book attached to it for clarity, bummer right?!? That
topic is WEEDS. Did you know that there is no word for
weed in any native American language recorded? The
whole concept of weeds is both very old European and
modern American… Everyone has heard the old saw that
“a weed is just a plant out of place”, which is true as far as
it goes, but weeds are also diagnostic tools
for major mineral imbalances and soil
instability, food for a huge host of
beneficial insects, carbon pumps for soil
microbes and nutrient accumulators that
can help to move minerals up to the
surface. You can look at a weed as
nature’s first aid kit. Weeds act as Band-Aids, splints,
rehabilitators more reliable than any human therapist,
although their patient is the planet itself…
Now – having said all of that – there are times, of course,
when you do have to weed, but do take the time to really
LOOK at what you’re pulling and perhaps try and figure
out WHY you have it in the first place – and does it have
any value independent of the human needs involved…
Cases in point…the much maligned dandelion and the
even more maligned crabgrass. As I type these words –
I can almost hear some of you groaning… “She’s
defending THOSE plants???” Absolutely, and let me tell
you why.
First, let’s start with the crabgrass plant. I think this is
one of the most amazing plants!!!! I’m not saying that I
don’t pull it out when it’s in the way in a nicely managed
garden, but have you ever really looked at the plant that
you pull up??? You’ll see why you should in the second
bullet…
So… let’s look at some crabgrass biology and see how it
makes the world’s best Band-Aid….
First, t grows horizontally–that means it shades/cools/
protects from ultraviolet light the ground in which it’s
growing thereby keeping whatever soil biology is there
functioning.
It’s one of the few plants that can live in massively
compacted soil with minimal minerals to support it –
think about the median strips of roads like 190 – it’s
growing in the Jersey barriers (as is ragweed, some
goldenrods etc) and also examine those lawn areas in your
own world that will only grow crabgrass – any
similarities?? These are the plants that can slowly turn
dead zones back to living systems…

The Herbs ought to be distilled when they are in their
greatest vigor, and so ought the Flowers also. Nicholas Culpeper

Crabgrass is an annual grass – that means a couple of
things…
§ You get a chance every year to improve your soil
so that crabgrass doesn’t grow
§ The plant produces masses of seeds so if you
want to reduce the crabgrass population in your
yard, then you have to pull them BEFORE they
flower (usually starting in late July – end of
summer)
§ The seed has a high oil content, and the birds
LOVE it, more than niger seed and it’s fantastic
for putting excellent body condition on our small
seed eating birds as the season wraps down –
watch who comes to visit the seed heads.
§ All domestic herbivores LIKE crabgrass. It’s a
high energy grass and, in fact, can be sown as an
annual forage for all farm animals – who knew??
• Crabgrass preventer only works for part of the season.
How many of you have put on Halts or some other
chemical when the forsythia blooms (just like the
package says) and have found yourself dealing with
crabgrass anyways by the end of the season? All of
my clients have tried it at least once and still hunt
crabgrass in late summer. So figure out what is
making your lawn or garden more comfortable for the
crabgrass and not for the plants you WANT to grow,
and change the conditions to match the desirable
plants.
• Crabgrass pulled before it
flowers and composted
makes an EXCELLENT
compost, add any of the other
weeds (before flowering),
and you’ll really have a great
compost.
• And speaking of soil biology, crabgrass is a C4 plant
–that means that it has the capacity to pull more
carbon out of the air through its version of
photosynthesis (and that version of photosynthesis
uses less water so crabgrass is very drought tolerant).
That means that it pumps that much more carbon
down into the soil as sugars and feeds the soil
microbes. The next time you pull up a healthy
crabgrass plant, take the time to really look at the soil
both around its roots and remaining from where you
pulled it up. Check out the soil structure that it
developed.
Carbon: The essential atom for life
Now that carbon has come into the conversation, let’s take
quick side trip to look at terrestrial carbon sequestration,
which points out crabgrass’ value even more when you

think of it… This is one of my favorite topics – energy
cycles in the garden, and especially carbon…a fascinating
thought is that the more energy (carbon) there is in your
garden system the healthier everything (plants, insects –
the good guys – animals (not so happily – nothing quite
like a porcupine infestation L) and the humans – happily
will be.
Mention the word carbon and emotions start swirling.
And in this intense political stew we’re all stirring it’s
often hard to think clearly about much of anything (so
easy to blame???)…. On the other hand – we could look
at carbon quite differently…
Carbon is THE energy molecule in
every living AND mechanical system.
All of our vehicles – and in fact current
way of life – is based on mined and
accessible hydrocarbons. Oil, gas,
coal are the foundations of the modern
industrial life we are living including transportation,
processed anything and everything and chemical
engineering. In fact – the controversial glyphosate
molecule (Roundup) has carbon as part of its essential
structure (and that carbon bond is one of the ways that
bacteria can access the molecule and break it apart in
time).
Think about the word carbohydrate. Everyone knows
what carbohydrates are – or at least they think they do!
They’re sugars of varying complexities and all forms of
life use those sugars for energy to survive, prosper and
reproduce. Compressed they become fats and complexed
with nitrogen and various other minerals they become
proteins. In case this sounds familiar – it should!!!! This
is your life in a carbon capsule!! Of course there are lots
of other minerals involved, plus quite a bit of luck but you
totally wouldn’t be here without the movement of carbon
in and around you.
Think about compost and organic gardening, both
concepts are based on stabilizing the carbon component in
the soil, creating “Black Gold” that can be worked in to
return energy to the gardening and farming cycle.
Today’s understanding of the dramatic need for carbon to
fuel the soil food web has taken this information light
years beyond the origins of the organic food movement.
So, before we get bogged down in a chemistry textbook,
let’s acknowledge the power of the carbon atom! Taken
to it’s extreme it creates the world and makes diamonds.
Now, with the exception of the aforementioned diamonds,
everything listed above comes from plants–either
currently growing or from deep in the earth’s past–but
EVERYTHING is based on a plant’s ability to take

carbon dioxide and water – work those two gaseous
elements through its green leaves (and chloroplasts) and
create sugars and, from there, everything else we need to
survive. When you take a moment to think about it – this
really is the miracle of life – go out and thank your plants.
Having said that – there is the concern that there is too
much carbon dioxide in the air and that that is leading to
climate instability – so – what’s to do??? For my money
– this is the real question instead of playing the blame
game.
Believe it or not – this isn’t the first time the planet has
been down this road – granted, we weren’t around the last
time but the science still holds….300 million years ago,
carbon dioxide levels were much higher than they are
today in a period called the carboniferous era. That’s a
time when the plants (and insects) ruled the planet and
pulled so much carbon out of the
air, grew so well and so large that
they changed the planet (cooled it)
and created the coal seams that we
mine today. So, here’s our answer
– grow plants – of all kinds – and
grow them well!
Pollinators and Beneficial Insects
Since the subject of pollinators and beneficial insects
crept into the conversation, here’s a couple of thoughts as
your season gets underway.
I would like to make a case for being inefficient – not in
all things of course! And inside human jobs should
probably always be efficient but, outside, take a moment
to just look around your yard and try and see what’s really
there. I know it’s spring and all of us are anxious to get
the raking done, the fresh mulch spread – our outside
living room put to rights as it were – BUT, it’s not
actually our outdoor living room alone. We share it with
a wide array of other creatures both seen and unseen and
they don’t lead lives of efficiency and cleanliness.
Did you know that
you can totally
disrupt native
pollinators and
other beneficial
insects by cleaning
your gardens up too
early – before the
first flowering

shrubs start to bloom (often Cornus mas and Hamamelis
japonica - Japanese witch hazel – but also native red
maples)? The native pollinators often winter in the debris
left in your garden and woodland edges and have not
emerged if there are no flowers in their extended
neighborhood. I mention this because garden work has
gotten a very early start this year…
In fact – it might really be worth your time to think about
what makes a yard friendly to pollinators and other
beneficial insects. The more you can encourage them, the
better your gardens will do so here are a few thoughts you
might want to use to guide your plant decisions this
year…
•

ELIMINATE – OR AT LEAST REALLY RESTRICT THE USE OF ALL PESTICIDES IN YOUR YARD.
THIS INCLUDES THE LAWN!

•

Provide shelter, food and water for the species you
hope to invite. Take the time to learn about a species
and discover its secrets.
My extravagance is my garden – it's the first thing I look at
every morning when I wake up. It gives me so much
pleasure. Ina Garten – One of our favorite chefs to watch – and
her gardens are GREAT to look at when she walks through
them J

Can I suggest one of my personal favorites??? The
bumblebee! Have you ever just stopped and watched
these ladies work? Try it this summer… If you can’t
wrap your mind around a “stinging” insect then how
about a praying mantis, they’re big enough to be seen
easily, and will eat ANY insect (“good” or “bad”) that
they can catch, still worth watching though! And then
there’s the Monarch butterfly – that is slowly coming
back now that humans are paying a bit of attention.
As with all animals though – food and water are your best
means of enticing them to visit your yard. So let’s start
with food – for the adults for now. Most of the good guys
need pollen and nectar to support the adult stages
(obviously not true of all!!) and this is the most fun for us
because this is the flowers that we love as well. There are
lots of lists of course but think color (red, orange, yellow,
blues) and think about flat forms (daisies and zinnias),
tubular forms (columbine, salvias), and “umbelliferae”
forms like fennels, Queen Anne’s Lace and dills. You’ll
find a list of the appropriate plants that I’m growing in the
plants section.
Think of your yard as a series of layers. Design the layers
so that you can see the birds and the butterflies and so that

they can see their predators. Include a few larger
plantings of desirable flowering plants (such as salvia,
torch plant or butterfly bush etc.). It's easier for the
insects to find a mass planting. Create an area where
there is moving water with a shallow edge where they can
creep down for moisture without drowning.
If you really get going on this habitat development gig –
then look up what feeds the youngsters. Bees are easy
because the nectar and pollen that feed the adults feed the
young. Monarchs, on the other hand, can feed on a wide
range of flowers as an adult but can only survive and
thrive as caterpillars on milkweeds (Asclepias) – and have
to be true milkweeds – not the look alikes (and close
relatives) like swallowwort (hateful plant…)
And finally, remember that a manicured and well
maintained yard is not the best place for insects, birds or,
perhaps, even humans!!
Flowers always make people better, happier, and more
helpful; they are sunshine, food and medicine for the
soul. Luther Burbank

The 2016 Seed List
This year I broke the Seed List up by Collections—to
allow you to look at the list differently. The general
concept is there, but not a specific definition for each
variety. The list with full descriptions is located on the
greeneryinmotion.com website. There you can see the
full descriptions of everything that we’re growing this
year. While vegetables are all the rage these days, keep in
mind that annual color is essential, brightens a garden and
provides critical food and nutrients for bees and beneficial
insects.
All of the annuals on this list are plants that I use in the
gardens I manage. Many are tall/dramatic varieties that
fill in gaps in the back or middle rows. There are also
some smaller varieties that help with the front to middle
parts of the garden. There are big groups of specific
species like zinnias, marigolds, salvias, rudbeckias (blackeyed susans), amaranth/ celosias, gomphrenas and poppies
that I consider the backbone of the annuals and then there
are a few odds and ends tucked in as well. The big groups
have multiple colors in each group, but the biological
value is the same so I use the color and texture most
appropriate for the garden at hand. Some are superb for
bringing in butterflies and bees (zinnias, rudbeckias,
asclepias, alyssum, agastache, pentas, cosmos, red
salvias). I try and get some of these into every garden
since they will provide pollen and nectar late into the

season and help with winter survivability for some of the
best of the local insects. Pentas plants are even used in
butterfly conservatories –that’s how good the plant’s
structure and nectar are!
The vegetables will go into the 4” packs- 4 per, 4” pot – 1
per, or 6” pot – 1 per. The containers are filled with
Promix mixed with a mineral blend that includes North
Country Organics Pro- start, alfalfa meal, lime, ground
leonardite. This conditions the roots to start using a full
mineral complement and helps to condition the
rhizosphere microbes to find those minerals once
transplanted into the garden. This extra nutrition is
provided to the vegetable plants and not the flowers
because so much more is asked of the vegetable plants.
After all – we want the best flavor and production from
the healthiest plants that we can grow.
It was great not having the snow, but we haven’t had a lot
of rain either. We’re starting this season down about 5”
from where we should be. Keep the possibility of a
drought in mind when planning flowers, veggies and
planting patterns to be sure you can water them if needed.
Early fertilizing: I usually drench the plants with
inoculant, liquid humates, kelp, and molasses the morning
that they’re due to be planted. This includes everything –
purchased plants as well as home-grown starts.
Late summer: is the other time that liquid fertilizers and
foliar sprays can be used to great effect. I use a mix of
liquid fish, kelp, yucca, and molasses on the more
demanding plants (or the plants that need to look great
through October). It works out to be about a tablespoon of
each ingredient per gallon of water. You can also use a
conventional “blue” fertilizer (like Miracle Gro (heresy to
be sure!) in this mix instead of the fish if the soil temps
are too cool (below 45˚) or if you’re working with
containers. Containers need more intense management if
they’re going to look good and perform long into the fall
(think mid-October) with no thinning or weakness except
from frost.
Pick up of orders will be on Saturday, May 26,
9:00—3:00, Sunday, May 27, 12:00-3:00 or by special
arrangement.

Mikki Senkarik

Greenery in Motion
Custom Seedling Collection
Pick up of orders will be on Saturday, May 26, 9:00—3:00, Sunday, May 27, 12:00-3:00 or by special arrangement.
Over time, we’ve found ourselves developing collections of different groups of plants that serve different needs for
gardening clients, the farmers’ market and our own farm use. In an effort to reduce the waste of paper (and expense of
printing and mailing!!) we’re going to outline the collections in the newsletter, list all the varieties in the group and then refer
you to the website <greeneryinmotion.com> for the complete plant list descriptions. We also suggest that you check
“substitutions allowed” on the order form since the numbers per variety are limited and life has a way of going sideways no
matter how well prepared we think we are…case in point…the entire first sowing of peppers and eggplants went down the
gullet of a large mice invasion right after we opened the greenhouse…unprintable reaction J but you get our point! We’ve
replaced and re-sown but…
We’re also creating “collection samplers” for some of the groups that are 4/pack normally. That way, ou can try several
from a collection and see what suits you best. Each plant will be labeled so you’ll know what’s working for you and
what’s not. If you’re interested in a collection (which will be 6 plants in a larger pack than normal) then put “collection”
on the order form. You’ll see the options right under the descriptions for the collections that have the sampler…
Find Me at the Westminster Farmer’s Market: I’ll be there again this year and it would be great to see you! Academy
Hill, Westminster, Friday from 3:00-6:30 pm. This is also the place to come and check out some of those plants you’re not
sure about on the list. Most of them will show up at the market. After all – what would any sane person do with over 40
variety of tomatoes and 30 varieties of peppers! Never mind the 12 kinds of Basil. Turns out they’re popular… come and
find out why.
Pollinator and Beneficial insect support
In case you haven’t heard – there are problems with the health of local pollinators – honey bees (a most
favored introduced species) and native bees alike. It’s worth making a note that most of our crops don’t set
fruit without the help of insects moving pollen from one plant to another. There’s a lot you can do to help
(a story to be told elsewhere) – and adding flowering plants that the pollinators really like is one easy way
to do it. The added benefit is that those plants are often some of our favorites as well!

Pollinator/Beneficial Collection -- $6.95/6 plants from packs
AASC
$3.95/pk

ATT

Alyssum Clear Crystal
White
Tithonia

$4.95/pot

ACCQ
ACDC
ACTO
$3.95/pk

PAGB
$4.95/pot

ASDH
$3.95/pk

ASRJ

Cleome Cherry Queen
Cosmos Double Click
Cranberries
Cosmos Towering
Orange
Asclepias Gay
Butterflies
Salvia c. Dwarf
Hummingbird
Salvia c. Red Jewel

ZPC

ACSS

Cleome Purple
Queen
Cosmos Sea Shells

$3.95/pk

ACA
$3.95/pk

AAS
F

$4.95/pot

ASEV
$3.95/pk

ASV

Salvia f. Strata

ASWL
$3.95/pk

Zinnia Profusion Cherry

ZPDA
$3.95/pk

APBM

Pentas Butterfly Red

$4.95/pot

ATG

Tithonia Goldfinger

$4.95/pot

ACDR

Cosmos Versailles
Mix
Asclepias Silky
Formula
Salvia f. Evolution
Violet
Salvia f. Victoria

ACTY
AVB

Cosmos Towering
Yellow
Verbena bonariensis

$4.95/pot

AAT

Asclepias tuberosa

$4.95/pot

ASG

Salvia f. Gruppenblau

$3.95/pk

ASLP
$3.95/pk

Salvia Whopper
Lighthouse
Zinnia Profusion
Deep Apricot

Cleome Rose Queen

$3.95/pk
$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk
$3.95/pk

ACRQ
$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

ASS

ATAS

Alyssum Sweet
Benthamii
Tithonia Aztec Sun

$4.95/pot

$3.95/pk
$3.95/pk

AASB
$3.95/pk

ZPF
$3.95/pk

Salvia Lighthouse
Purple

Zinnia Profusion Fire

ZPRB
$3.95/pk

ZBBP
$3.95/pk

ZBCR
$3.95/pk

ZBDR
$3.95/pk

Zinnia Profusion Fire
Bronze
Zinnia Benary Bright
Pink
Zinnia Benary Carmine
Rose
Zinnia Benary Deep
Red

ZPO
$3.95/pk

ZBGY
$3.95/pk

ZBO
$3.95/pk

ZBP

Zinnia Profusion
Orange
Zinnia Benary Golden
Yellow
Zinnia Benary
Orange
Zinnia Benary Purple

$3.95/pk

ZMM

Zinnia Magellan Mx

$3.95/pk

ZBSR
$3.95/pk

ZBW

Zinnia Benary Salmon
Rose
Zinnia Benary Wine

$3.95/pk

ZGC
$3.95/pk

Zinnia Gumdrop
Candy

Gardening is how I relax. It's another form of creating and playing with colors. Oscar de la Renta

Brilliant Color for mixed borders
We work with gardens of all kinds of plant mixes in them. Everyone wants color throughout at
least the summer if not deep into the fall. It’s almost impossible to do that with perennials alone.
When perennials are in bloom then there’s nothing to match them – and when they’re
not…annuals step in to carry the day. This list is a group of flowering annuals that we know will
withstand the visual and root room competition in a mixed border and shine. Be sure to look at
the pollinator list – all of those plants are colorful…

Brilliant Color Collection -- $6.95/6 plants from packs
AABP
$3.95/pk

ACCT

Celosia Celway
Terracotta

$3.95/pk

Celosia China Town
Red

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

Gomphrena QIS
Carmine

$3.95/pk

AGWM

Gomphrena QIS Mix-M

$3.95/pk

ACCB
$3.95/pk

AGC

$3.95/pk

ALPP

Lavatera Patio Pink
Marigold Bambino
Marigold Bonanza
Flame

AMBG

Marigold Bonanza Gold

$3.95/pk

AMYM
ANFG
$2.95/pot

ANJD
$2.95/pot

ALMB
ALRR
AMBO
$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

AGP

AMDB
$3.95/pk

AMDG
$3.95/pk

Marigold Yummy
Mummy
Nasturtium Fragrant
Giants
Nasturtium Jewel
Dwarf

ANGF
$2.95/pot

ANVQ
$3.95/pk

ANP
$2.95/pot

AATR
$3.95/pk

ACRF

$3.95/pk

Gomphrena QIS
Purple

$3.95/pk

Lavatera Mont Blanc

Ageratum Timeless
Rose
Celosia Red Flame

$3.95/pk

Celosia Pampas
Plume

ACRP
AGSF
ALPB

Celosia Ruby Parfait
Gomphrena QIS
Strawberry Fields
Lavatera Mont Rose

$3.95/pk

Lavatera Ruby Regis

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

AMBF

ACRP

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

AMB

ACEI

Ageratum Dondo
Blue
Celosia Eternity
Improves

ALSC

Lavatera Silver Cup

$3.95/pk

Marigold Bonanza
Orange

$3.95/pk

AMDR

Marigold Durango
Bolero

$3.95/pk

Marigold Durango
Gold

$3.95/pk

AMDT
AMMY

Nasturium Globe of
Fire

$2.95/pot

Nasturium Variegated
Queen

$2.95/pot

Nasturtium Phoenix

ANA
ANEI
ANTT
$2.95/pot

Marigold Durango Red
Marigold Durango
Tangerine
Marigold Moonstruck
Yellow
Nasturtium Alaska
Nasturtium Empress of
India
Nasturtium Tall
Trailing Mx

Amaranths
This is a relatively new group for us – and an ancient group in the nature of new world plants. All of these are showy
plants of magnificent size that are quite drought tolerant once established (helpful in these challenging weather times). All
have edible leaves and edible, gluten free, high protein seeds at the end of their long growing season. The draping ones are
perhaps more ornamental but all will add drama to the back line of a garden.

AAHR
$3.95/pk

AAI

Amaranth Hopi Red
Dye
Amaranth Illumination

$3.95/pk

AALLB
$3.95/pk

AAMF

Amaranth Love Lies
Bleeding
Amaranth Molten Fire

$3.95/pk

AAJO
$3.95/pk

AAO

Amaranth Juanaras
Orange
Amaranth Opopeo

$3.95/pk

Rudbeckia
Here’s a range of rudbeckias – black-eyed Susans. These can’t be beat for July and August color. There’s a lot more
variety to the colors than the gold daisies with brown or black centers (although they’re great too!). Technically, these are
a self-sowing annual or biennial –but – cut the flower stalks off before they set seed (they make a long lasting cut flower)
and you can often “trick” the plant into performing like a perennial. These will also crossbreed and provide a range of color
and texture – learn to identify the babies!
ARMA
$4.95/pot

Rudbeckia
Maya

ARTR
$4.95/pot

Rudbeckia Toto
Rustic

ARIS
$4.95/pot

Rudbeckia
Indian Summer

ARPS
$4.95/pot

Rudbeckia
Prairie Sun

Self-sowing poppies. They don’t fit into an easy category…
APBS

Poppy Black Swan

APCM

$2.95/pot

APCA

Poppy California Apple Blossom

APLP

$2.95/pot

APRP

Poppy California mx

$2.95/pot

Poppy Lauren's Purple

$2.95/pot

Poppy Rose Peony

ABMB

$2.95/pot

Poppy Mission Bells CA

$2.95/pot

Basil
Everyone knows the standard Italian basil – used to make pesto, caprese salads and outstanding tomato sauces but there are
a lot of subtleties that you might be missing out on! There are different textures, flavors and sizes. Experiment a little and
try a new one this year. This is one of the most popular plants we sell at the farmers’ market and you’re welcome to stop by
and nibble a leaf or two to try them out J

Basil collection -- $6.95/6 plants from packs
HBA

Basil Aroma

$3.95/pk

HBC

Basil Cardinal

$3.95/pk

HBCH

Basil Christmas
Basil Crimson King

Basil Mammoth Sweet

HBM
HBRR

Basil Large Leaf Italian

HBSD
$3.95/pk

HBS
$3.95/pk

Basil Mostruoso

Basil Dwarf Greek

HBSR

Basil High Mowing
Sweet
Basil San Remo

$3.95/pk

Basil Red Rubin

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

HBTS

HBMS

HBD
$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

HBLLI

Basil Magical Michael

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

HBCK

HBMM
$3.95/pk

HBSQ

Basil Siam Queen

$3.95/pk

Basil Sweet Danie

HBLL

Basil Lettuce Leaf

$3.95/pk

Basil Thai Sweet

$3.95/pk

Runner Beans
These are the bean of Great Britain and Europe – Hagrid grows runner beans in the Harry Potter series. They are usually
started indoors, can actually be lifted in the fall and their tubers stored and replanted the following spring – or start new
ones fresh each year. Here’s why we like them… first up - we think they taste better when picked young, but they also
have spectacular flowers that the hummingbirds love (and look great and taste great on a salad). These look great as an
ornamental that can also be eaten if the mood strikes J

VBRS

Bean Runner Sunset

$2.95/pot

VBDO
$2.95/pot

VBRBS
$2.95/pot

VBRGS
$2.95/pot

Bean Dolico-Occhio
Nerore
Bean Runner Barnside
Sweet

VBRS
$2.95/pot

Bean Runner Gold
Sunshine
Bean Runner
Streamline

VBRT
$2.95/pot

VBSE

Bean Runner
Tenderstar
Bean Scarlet Empire

$2.95/pot

Blueberries – and other berries
Small berried fruits are one of the most valuable additions you can make to your home
landscape. When grown well, they have an outstanding return on healthy eating – high in
antioxidants etc and even when grown not so well can offer fresh eating of delightful flavor
nuggets. Blueberries, in particular, have an excellent nutrient profile and also make an
excellent addition to the ornamental landscape – turning bright red in the fall. If you don’t
want to eat the fruit – all the neighborhood birds will help you out J
WBB

Blueberry Bonus

$14.95

WBD

$9.95

Blueberry Duke

$14.95

WBE

Blueberry Elliott
Blueberry Friendship
Blueberry Legacy

WLE
$7.95

Blueberry Nelson

$14.95

WBSC

WLB

WLM

Raspberry Anne - gold

$9.95

WRAB

Elderberry Sampo

WWRC

Lignonberry Balsgard

WROT

$9.95

$7.95

$14.95

WBN

WES

WRA

$9.95

$9.95

$14.95

WBL

WEK

Elderberrry Bob
Gordon
Elderberry Korsar

$9.95

$14.95

WBF

WEBG

$9.95

Raspberry Autumn
Britten -red
Raspberry Caroline red
Raspberry Ohio
Treasure - black

Lignonberry
Erntesegen
Lignonberry Magenta

$7.95

Blueberry St.Cloud

$14.95

Cucumber
Did you know that cucumbers have been around for over 3000 years? That tells you how valuable they are to the summer’s
production. Great for quenching thirst, making pickles, adding to cold soups and sauces… experiment with more than a
straight 8 (although they’re good too!) Some of the oddest looking taste the best J
VCA

Cucumber Alibi

$2.95/pot

VCBA

Cucumber Beit Alpha

$2.95/pot

VCC

VCP
$2.95/pot

Cucumber Cornichon

$2.95/pot

VCD

VCM

Cucumber Muncher

$2.95/pot

VCSS
$2.95/pot

Cucumber Diva

$2.95/pot

VCGF
$2.95/pot

VCD

Cucumber Delikatesse

$2.95/pot

Cucumber Patio
Snacker
Cucumber Silver
Slicer
Cucumber Green
Finger

VCS
$2.95/pot

VCSD
$2.95/pot

VCGB
$2.95/pot

Cucumber Sir Crunch
a Lot
Cucumber Summer
Dance
Cucumber Tender
Green Burpless

Eggplants
All eggplants can be grown in containers – and often perform better there. All of our production plants, for home
consumption, are in large nursery containers on the south side of the greenhouse. Eggplants also mix extremely well into
“flower” gardens because their structure and flowers are dramatic and fill a “hole” very well.

Eggplant Collection --- $6.95/6 plants from packs
VED

Eggplant Diamond

$3.95/pk

VELG
$3.95/pk

VEPT
$3.95/pk

Eggplant Listada de
Grandia

VERB
$3.95/pk

Eggplant Ping Tung
Long
Eggplant Rosa Bianca

VEPB

Eggplant Patio Baby

$3.95/pk

VESJ
$3.95/pk

Eggplant Slim Jim

VEM

Eggplant Millionaire

VERM

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

Eggplant Round
Mauve

These next four are the chards, kales, mustards and lettuces and are all part of the really fast developing “greens” mania.
We’ve discovered over time that there are subtleties in these groups as well – and many will work very well as fillers in
regular gardens – especially the kales and chards. You can’t beat the drama of their well grown leaves!

Chard
And this is the group for drama! There has been a real surge in breeding for brilliant colors in the stem. Once they are
growing strongly you can remove the outer leaves for cooking and leave the brilliant centers to continue on with their
garden drama. On the other hand – one of the best flavored varieties is green on green – go figure!

Chard Collection -- $6.95/6 plants from packs
GCB
$3.95/pk

VGBL
$3.95/pk

GCEN
$3.95/pk

Greens Chard Bionda
di Lyon
Greens Chard Bright
lights
Greens Chard Electric
Neon

VGOF
$3.95/pk

VGCP
$3.95/pk

GCVT
$3.95/pk

Greens Chard Orange
Fantasia
Greens Chard Pink
Lipstick
Greens Chard Verde
de Taglio

GCG

Greens Chard Golden

$3.95/pk

GCVU

Greens Chard Vulcan

$3.95/pk

Kales
And here are the kales!. Most of you have used either the Scotch curly or dinosaur kale that are found at the local stores
but there are a lot more than that to choose from – and like the chards – there has been an upsurge in recent breeding to
introduce more color, texture and flavor to the basic offerings.

Kale Collection -- $6.95/6 plants
GKBM

Kale Black Magic

$3.95/pk

GKBC
$3.95/pk

GKB

Kale Blue Curled
Scotch
Kale Bolshoi

$3.95/pk

GKMC
$3.95/pk

GKNT

GKRR

Kale Red Russian

$3.95/pk

GKRU

Kale Red Ursa

$3.95/pk

GKRE

$3.95/pk

GKRO

Kale Redbor

Kale Smooth German

GKWR

Kale White Russian

$3.95/pk

Kale Roulette

$3.95/pk

GKSF

Kale Siberian

$3.95/pk

$3.95/pk

Kale Morris Heading
Collards
Kale Nero diToscana

GKSF
$3.95/pk
GKSG

GKSF

Kale SiberFrill

$3.95/pk

Kale SiberFrill

$3.95/pk

Mustards
This is a group that you may not know as much about – many are oriental or southern in origin – but do give them a try!
The oriental varieties provide a brilliant bite to a more tame lettuce salad and the southern ones can be sautéed like chard
and kale for a more complex side dish that goes very well with barbeque etc. They’re also very cold tolerant so can be
grown easily on either end of the growing season.
GMKM

Greens Kyoto Mizuna

$3.95/pk

GMKM
$3.95/pk

GMJR
$3.95/pk

Greens Kyoto Mizuna

GMKT
$3.95/pk

Greens Mustard
Japanese Giant Red
Greens Mustard
Komatsuma
Tendergreen

GMGS
$3.95/pk

GMRS
$3.95/pk

Greens Mustard
Golden Streaks
Greens Mustard Ruby
Streaks

Lettuce
And finally we reach the traditional lettuces – that aren’t so traditional in flavor once you start tasting them J You already
know that there are several kinds – butterheads, romaines, leaf, iceberg and some that don’t fit well into those big
categories. We end up planting these into big containers that we put into bright shade near the house and harvesting as
needed. Most of these are surprisingly heat tolerant but you will most likely loose the spring lettuces by mid summer –
plan on planting a fresh group for the fall and take them through late October (in most years).

Lettuce Collection -- $6.95/6 plants from packs
GLC

Lettuce Celtuca

GLFT

$3.95/pk

GLCI

$3.95/pk

Lettuce Cimmaron

GLI

$3.95/pk

GLCM

$3.95/pk

Lettuce Crisp Mint

GLM

$3.95/pk

GLBB
$3.95/pk

Lettuce Flashy
Troutback
Lettuce Italienischer

GLME

GLRE
$3.95/pk

Lettuce Mascara

$3.95/pk

Lettuce Flashy Butter
Oak

GLRD
$3.95/pk

GLRV

Lettuce Red Deer
Tongue
Lettuce Red Eared
Butterheart
Lettuce Red Velvet

$3.95/pk

Lettuce Merlot

$3.95/pk

GLR

Lettuce Relic

$3.95/pk

Herbs
This is obviously a large and diverse collection – and the basils could fit into here if we weren’t so crazy… These are the
plants that add flavor to our food, texture to the garden, health to the pollinators and to us. Their best flavor is totally
dependent on the quality of the soil that they’re grown in so take the time to understand mineral rich soil if you want the
best quality herbs. I actually tried some sage once grown by one of the best plants men I’ve ever met and it actually stung
my tongue – a little will really go a long way when grown well –and stores even better for winter use!!!
HDD

Dill Diana

$3.95/pot

HDF

Dill Fernleaf

$3.95/pot

HDGK

Dill Gold Krone
Dill Greensleeves

HLB
HL

Dill Hera

HOG

Lavender Hidecote
Blue
Lemon Balm

Dill Mammoth

HPGI

Parsley Prezzemolo

HRC

Roman Chamomile

$4.95/pot

HR

Rosemary

$4.95/pot

Lovage

HSE

Sage Extrakta

$4.95/pot

Oregano Greek

$4.95/pot

$3.95/pot

HPP
$4.95/pot

$4.95/pot

$3.95/pot

HDM

French Tarragon

$4.95/pot

$3.95/pot

HDH

HLHB
$4.95/pot

$3.95/pot

HDG

HFT
$4.95/pot

HWS

Winter Savory

$4.95/pot

Parsley Giant Italian

$4.95/pot

Peppers
Peter Picked a Peck of Pickled Peppers – and so can you! Here’s another range of varieties.
Everyone knows about the classic bell peppers – available year round and used for stuffing etc.
You’ll find them on the list to be sure – and many varieties to pick from. The same is true for the hot
peppers – good selection although none of the brutally hot ones – don’t want the risk of handling the
plants… What you’ll also see is a long list of “horn” peppers. We’ve discovered that, by and large,
these have by far the best flavor for almost anything – including the classic stuffing, roasting,
pickling (although we mix in a few hots). These are the ones that we grow for ourselves! Get
adventurous and try a whole lot of different ones – make sure you select the sampler if you want to
experiment!

Pepper Collection -- $6.95/6 plants from packs
VPBB

Pepper Big Boss

$3.95/pk

VPBR

Pepper Big Red

$3.95/pk

VPBH
$3.95/pk

VPBP
$3.95/pk

VPDR
$3.95/pk

VPE

Pepper Dulce Rojo
Paprika
Pepper Etiuda

$3.95/pk

Pepper Black
Hungarian
Pepper Boston
Poblano

VPF
$3.95/pk

VPJC
$3.95/pk

VPLB
VPLI
$3.95/pk

Pepper Feher Ozon
Paprika
Pepper Jalapeno
Concho

Pepper Lilac Bell

$3.95/pk

VPOG

Pepper Lively Italian
Orange
Pepper Ozark Giant

$3.95/pk

VPAR
$3.95/pk

Pepper Quadrato Asti
Rosso

VPG

Pepper Buran

$3.95/pk

VPJN

Pepper Jimmy
Nardello
Pepper Karma

$3.95/pk

VPC

Pepper Carmen

$3.95/pk

VPK
$3.95/pk

VPCC

Pepper Chervena
Chuska
Pepper Corno di Toro
Giallo

$3.95/pk

VPCT
$3.95/pk

VPQD
$3.95/pk

VPRC

Pepper Quadrato
D'Asti Gaiallo
Pepper Red Cheese

$3.95/pk

VPC

Pepper King Crimson

$3.95/pk

VPT

Pepper Thunderbolt

$3.95/pk

VPKN

Pepper King of the
North

$3.95/pk

VPTS
$3.95/pk

Pepper Tolli's Sweet
Italian

Summer and Winter Squashes
Summer Squashes and zucchinis are a staple of summer grilling and broiling – add a little onion and fresh tomato, top with
parmesan cheese and bread crumbs and – voila! – supper! The standards are straight neck yellow squash and green straight
zucchinis but PLEASE experiment! The flavors in the more untraditional (to American eyes at least) varieties are much
superior. The Italians and the French have been working with these plants for years!
VSCB
$2.95/pot

VSGG

Squash SS Cube of
Butter
Squash GreyGriller

$2.95/pot

VSSL
$2.95/pot

VST

VSZC
VSZC
$2.95/pot

Squash Summer
Lemon
Squash Tromboncino

Squash Caserta

$2.95/pot

VSZCR
$2.95/pot

VSSS
$2.95/pot

Squash Summer
Caserta
Squash Summer
Costata Romanesco

VSZPS
$2.95/pot

VSZSI
$2.95/pot

Squash Summer
Success
Squash Summer
Zucchini Patio Star
Squash Summer
Striata d'Italia

$2.95/pot

Winter Squashes and Pumpkins are a classic for great winter eating for a reason – they store well
if allowed to “ripen” after harvest. This means that you set them out in the sun on a bench or table or
whatever, turn them a couple of times, DON’T BRUISE THEM, and let their skin harden for winter.
This will also make them sweeter when you eat them later. All on this list are here first for flavor and
then for storability but all of them store. The best for storage on the list Futsu Black and Tesukauboto –
excellent flavor in MAY AND JUNE of the following year –eat the other varieties first.
VSWCR
$2.95/pot

VSWFB
$2.95/pot

Squash Winter
Butternut Nutterbutter
Squash Winter Futsu
Black

VSWNB
$2.95/pot

VSWRK

Squash Winter
Butternut Honey Nut
Squash Red Kuri

$2.95/pot

VSWLP
$2.95/pot

VSWT
$2.95/pot

Squash Winter Luxury
Pie
Squash Winter
Tetsukaubuto

Tomatoes
Totally over the Top for Tomatoes! Here’s the group with the greatest variety – there are over 300 tomato varieties
available at the moment in the trade. That’s a far cry from the days of Early Girl, Big Boy and Supersonic (all of which are
still available – but not here!). If you want some of our favorites –we love the zebra series (black, red, green and cherry) for
a nice mid sized exquisitely flavored salad. For cherries/grapes – try Ildi (gold) and Green Grape (as well as the more
traditional reds). If you want production, check out Gregoris’ Altai – even produced well in containers and was both early
and late and Opalka (tons of paste tomatoes that are good enough for fresh eating). We’ve added some of the “black”
tomatoes (deep purple/red) for additional flavor –and absolutely LOVED Cherokee Chocolate (1 tomato, onion and goats
milk – instant cream of tomato soup) – you see the dilemma!!!!! Even the ones I haven’t mentioned have their real reasons
to be on this list!
TAGS

Amish Gold Slicer

$4.95/pot

TBYP

Beams Yellow Pear

$4.95/pot

TB
TBZ

TIS
$4.95/pot

Beauty

$4.95/pot
$4.95/pot

TI

Ildi

$4.95/pot

TJF

Italian Sweet
Heirloom
Jaune Flamme

$4.95/pot

Black Zebra

TKO
$4.95/pot

TOP

Orange Paruche

$4.95/pot

TPB

Principe Borghesse

$4.95/pot

TR

Ranger

$4.95/pot

Kosovo

TRZ
$4.95/pot

Red Zebra

TBK

Blondkophken

$4.95/pot

TCA

Cherokee Carbon

$4.95/pot

TCC

Cherokee Chocolate
Dester
Druzba

TGZ

TMM
TCM
$4.95/pot

Green Giant

$4.95/pot
$4.95/pot

TMA

Sioux

Lizzano (container)

TSS

Sun Sugar

$4.95/pot

Matthew

TSG

Sungold

$4.95/pot

Mexican Midget

$4.95/pot

$4.95/pot

TGG

TLI

TSI
$4.95/pot

$4.95/pot

$4.95/pot

TDR

Legend

$4.95/pot

$4.95/pot

TD

TLE
$4.95/pot

TMO

Tomato mixed our
pick
Montesimo

$4.95/pot

Green Grape

TO
$4.95/pot

TZC

Zebra Cherry

$4.95/pot

TGZC

Green Zebra Cherry

$4.95/pot

Opalka

TGA
$4.95/pot

Gregori's Altai

M.L.'s Greenery in Motion
M.L. Altobelli
260 Davis Road
Westminster, MA 01473
978-874-1373
altobelliml260@comcast.net
2016 Order Form
Please fill in the information requested below and mail to M.L.'s Greenery in Motion, 260
Davis Road, Westminster, MA 01473, fax to 978-874-2132 or scan and email to
altobelliml260@comcast.net by May 15, 2015. Earlier if you have special requests. Send no
money. Payment is due when plants are picked up in May.
Plants can be picked up on Saturday, May 28, 9:00am - 3:00pm and Sunday, May 29, 9:00am
-1:00pm.
Email altobelliml260@comcast.net if you need to pick them up at another time.
Name __________________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
Phone (s) _____________________________________________________________________
Email _________________________________________________________________________
Substitions Allowed?
Order
Code

Plant Name

Yes

No
Quantity

Cost

